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Lectures on the Times. [Jan .

themselves with glad heart to the heavenly guide, and
only by implication reject the clamorous nonsense of the
hour . Grave seniors talk to the deaf,-church and old
book mumble and virtualize to an unheeding, preoccupied
and advancing mind, and thus they by happiness of greater
momentum lose no time, but take the right road at first.

But all these of whom I speak are not proficients, they
are novices ; they only show the road in which man should
travel, when the soul has greater health and prowess. Yet
let them feel the dignity of their charge, and deserve a
larger power.

	

Their heart is the ark in which the fire is
concealed, which shall burn in a broader and universal
flame. Let them obey the Genius then most when his
impulse is wildest ; then most when be seems to lead to
uninhabitable desarts of thought and life ; for the path
which the hero travels alone is the highway of health and
benefit to mankind .

	

What is the privilege and nobility of
our nature, but its persistency, through its power to attach
itself to what is permanent?

Society also has its duties in reference to this class, and
must behold them with what charity it can . Possibly some
benefit may yet accrue from them to the state . In our
Mechanics' Fair, there must be not only bridges, ploughs,
carpenters' planes, and baking troughs, but also some few
finer instruments, -rainguages, thermometers, and tele-
scopes ; and in society, besides farmers, sailors, and weav-
ers, there must be a few persons of purer fire kept specially
as guages and meters of character ; persons of a fine, de-
tecting instinct, who betray the smallest accumulations of
wit and feeling in the bystander.

	

Perhaps too there might
be room for the exciters and monitors ; collectors of the
heavenly spark with power to convey the electricity to
others .

	

Or, as the storm-tossed vessel at sea speaks the
frigate or ` line-packet' to learn its longitude, so it may not
be without its advantage that we should now and then en-
counter rare and gifted men, to compare the points of our
spiritual compass, and verify our bearings from superior
chronometers .

Amidst the downward tendency and proneness of things,
when every voice is raised for a new road or another stat-
ute, or a subscription ofstock, for an improvement in dress,
or in dentistry, for a new house or a larger business, for a po-
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A SONG OF SPRING .

LEAVES on the trees,
And buds in the breeze,

And tall grass waving on the meadow side,
And the showerlet sweet,
While the soft clouds meet

Again in their golden robes, when day has died.

The scholar his pen
Hath mended again,

For the new life runs in his wearied veins ;
While the wild child flies
Mid the flowers' fresh dyes,

And the happy bird gushes with sudden strains.
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litical party, or the division of an estate,-will you not
tolerate one or two solitary voices in the land, speaking for
thoughts and principles not marketable or perishable ?
Soon these improvements and mechanical inventions will
be superseded ; these modes of living lost out of memory ;
these cities rotted, ruined by war, by new inventions, by
new seats of trade, or the geologic changes :-all gone,
like the shells which sprinkle the seabeach with a white
colony to-day, forever renewed to be forever destroyed .
But the thoughts which these few hermits strove to pro-
claim by silence, as well as by speech, not only by what
they did, but by what they forbore to do, shall abide in
beauty and strength, to reorganize themselves in nature, to
invest themselves anew in other . perhaps higher endowed
and happier mixed clay than ours, in fuller union with the
surrounding system .
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